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re NIDDK T35 applications and the TABLES: 

The tables requested for both T32s and T35s can be ‘modified’ to better fit the T35 short-term training 
programs in the following manner: 

Table 1 – either list all programs within the Dept. of Medicine (like Endocrinology, Surgery, etc.) and fill 
it out as indicated OR if the training program is very focused on only one (or two) divisions, then this 
information can be put into a paragraph in lieu of the Table.  

Tables 2, 3, and 4 – use as indicated. 

Tables 5A and 6A– use for those faculty who serve as thesis advisors to predoctoral PhD students. 

Table 7A – modify headings to read “Entering Yr” and list the most recent 5 years; “Applicants – TGE”*; 
“Applicants Accepted – TGE”; “Applicants Enrolled – TGE”; “Medical Students Graduating -- TGE”; 
“Medical Students Left School w/o Degree – TGE”.  Indicating, in addition, how many non-U.S. citizen 
or permanent resident students are in each category is an option, but makes the table too busy, so is 
not necessary.  Indicating ‘fewer than xx students per year are not TGE’ in a footnote is sufficient. 

Table 8A – just the average undergraduate GPA, average MCAT score, and the number of TGE enrolled 
students for the most recent 5 years if possible.  If only for the most recent class, then put into a 
sentence which substitutes for this Table. 

Table 9A – omit for new applications, since the information is in Table 8A. For renewal applications, 
Table 9A can be used for either aggregating students from each year who were actually supported by 
the T35, or listing each student by a number (not names), and giving the “Undergrad Institution”, 
“Undergrad GPA”, and “MCAT score”. Our T35s are from 8 to 32 students, so smaller programs may 
choose to put in each student while larger programs can just put in the range of scores and not worry 
about each undergrad institution. 

Table 10 is optional, and just a sentence indicating how many of the students are URM† is sufficient for 
new applications.  Renewal applications should make a small table with headings “YR”,” Total # 
summer students”,” # URM summer students”.  As an addendum to this table, renewals may indicate 
how many students were doing a second period of training.  [This is now, per 
http://grants.nih.gov/grants/guide/notice-files/NOT-OD-11-110.html , something upon which 
reviewers are asked to comment, but NIDDK does not emphasize this second period of training and 
justification can be provided in the application as to why there are no, or few, students coming back for 
a second training experience (e.g. only the 2nd summer is free for research; using the T35 to support 
more students, not the same ones; etc.).]   

_________ 

*TGE = training grant eligible 

†URM = underrepresented minority student 
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